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require for the 3D reconstruction two major
features:

Abstract
To reconstruct an environment under 360
degrees with a great accuracy and true color
represents an important challenge for motion
pictures and multimedia applications. This
paper describes a new stereoscopic panoramic
sensor to achieve this task. Unlike the existing
sensors, it uses four acquisition channels
coupled with an additional structured light
projector to obtain an accurate 3 0 panoramic
reconstruction with faithful colors. Real
experiments demonstrate the feasibility of this
new panoramic sensor.

faithful colors restoration
a great geometrical accuracy over 360".
Although most panoramic sensors can be
used to reconstruct 3D panoramas, no existing
sensor matches these two requirements. On the
one hand, faithful color acquisition requires
rigorous color calibration and light control. On
the other hand, the 3D reconstruction of
complex scenes is generally time consuming
and suffers from matching errors.

Keywords: Panoramic Sensor, 3D
Reconstruction, Linear CCD Camera,
Structured light Projector, ICC profile.

We designed a multi-spectml stereoscopic
panoramic sensor which satisfies these
requirements by separating the color
acquisition and the reconstruction. Each
camera owns four acquisition channels, three
for the colorimetric values and one to retrieve
the spatial coordinates of the acquired 3D
points.

1. Introduction
The increasing interest for panoramic
imaging over recent years led numerous
research laboratories to design original
panoramic sensors. They can be grouped into
three classes which include all the techniques:
mirror system, fish-eye and rotating camera.
Originally, most sensors found their
applications in robotics [I] 121 [3] [4] and
video surveillance [5], due to their main
characteristics, which are a large view angle
and a real time acquisition (fish-eye and mirror
system).

In this paper we will first present the
principle of this new stereoscopic panoramic
sensor, then the faithful color acquisition and
3D reconstruction. Finally, experiments show
the efficiency of this new sensor to reconstruct
accurate panoramas.

2. Sensor principle
The principle of the sensor is based on the
rotation around a same vertical axis, of two
linear CCD cameras [6] (figure 1) under the
control of a stepper motor. Moreover, the axis
of rotation passes through the optical centers of
the cameras. This important characteristic
allows to obtain panoramic images with

Nowadays, the 3D reconstruction of real
scenes over 360 degrees represents an
important challenge for motion pictures and
multimedia applications. These applications
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cySidrical geometry. Indeed, the linear CCD
sensors are placed in the focal planes of the
lenses, so, the linear CCD arrays describe a
vertical cylinder during a 360 degrees rotation.

composed by a cold filter allows hfmed light
pattern acquisition

The f i b are mounted on a motorized
stage. Between two acquisitions, the stage
moves automatically and places the filter
which corresponds to the progmmmed
acquisition channel.
Three acquisition over 360O are needed to
obtain a RGB image. A last acquisition,
combined with the idhued light, is needed to
obtain the i d b e d image fiom the fourth
channel.

An additional i & a d Laser [7]equipped
with an optical head (ditltiactive network)
which projects 15 parallel lines &om the laser
beam, is fixed on the same axis of rotation than
the two S i cameras. The position of the
laser is fixed close to the middle of the two
optical caters of the cameras. The fan angle of
the laser is d e r than the view angle of the
camera, so that, the latter sees completely the
light pattern.

i d ,
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4. Faithfir1 color
Another piginality of our sensor relies in
its capability to acquire high quality color
stemmxpicpaaommas.
In most linear color CCD cameras, the
three channels are obtained by using three
linear photo-detectors arrays. So, a 3D point of
the scene is acquired from three different lines
of sight due to the array pitch However, color
algorithms are based on the fact that the three
color components of a point are obtained ihm
the same line of sight. So, some errors ate
i n t d u d on the real values of the color
image channels.

Toacqrrine~wloa,twvsfepsmust
be respected: the first is to make sure that each
3D point of the scene is acquired with the same
Sine of sight for an channels whiIe the second
represents the reduction of the defaults in the
color quisiion process.

3. Four channels acquisition
One originality of our work uses the
intrinsic property of CCD sensors to provide
multi-spectral acquisition.
As CCD sensors have a spectral response
fiom 300 nm to 1100 mn, a set of four f i b ,
whose spectral band are depicted on figure 3,
can provide four acquisitions channels pea
camera. The fixst three channels composed by
Red, Green and Blue primary filters allow to
acquire color panoramas. The fouah channel

To gummtee that there is a single line of
sight for each 3 D point, we used for each
camera a set of three Red, Green and Blue
primary filters and a single black and white
CCD linear array as described above in section
3.
So, the three color components of the 3D
point are obtained following the same
paspective projection.
To decrease the defaults in color
acquisiion, the f i h are set between the

output of the lens and the CCD liiear sensor of
each camera. This ori-1
position of the
iilters reduces the chromatic aberration. An
additional hot filter is used in conjunction with
the three RGB filters to exclude UV and IR
spectral band. By these ways, we can ensure
that the color acquisition process is made with
minimum errors and only on the visible
spectral band

5. Color calibration
To make sure that each camera sees the
real colors, we must calibrate the sensor space
of colors and make color corrections. We
developed a new calibration method which is
inspired by the scanner calibration methods.
We have used light sources whose spectral
characteristics are close to the day light (at
5400°K)and an 17'8.712 chart [9]whose values
are known in the Lab space.From the image of
the chart illuminated by the day light source, it
is possible, to retrieve the ICC (International
Color Consortium) profiles of the two cameras.
For that, a color acquisition over 360° of an
RGB image including a chart was done. By
extracting the chart out of the image, the ICC
profile of each camera was computed. The
application of this profde generates images
with their true color in the Lab space as shown
in figure 4.

channel) c o m b i d with the structured light
projector which projects lines from the laser
beam into the scene. The structured light
allows to obtain in all cases (any complex
scene) the same number of characteristics
points.
The pattems obtained by the two cameras
on the IR channel (figure 5), were extracted
column by column. By matching these
patternsy the metric infixmation of the light
projected into the scene can be easily retrieved
(figure 6 and 7). A specific algorithm based on
the cross-correlation has been developed to
perfonn this task. By this way, we obtain an
accurate 3D reconstruction of the light pattern
and the processing time is dramatically
decreased.

From the 3D points and color image data,
we can map texture on the 3D representation to
make a textured color 3D reconstruction A
specific algorithm
based on Delaunay
triangulation and VRML fhctions makes the
3D texture color repmentation file. The latter
can be seen with an additional viewer plug-in,
as cosmo player [lo], under Netscape or
Internet Explorer.

7. Experiments

6. Reconstruction 3D
Two major issues in 3D reconstruction are
the processing time and the matching errors.
Most match'hg algorithms are very time
consuming and their errors number increase
dramatically for complex images. To overcome
this problem, we use the cold filter (fourth

A prototype has been built and used to
mxmstruct 3D color panoramas. Systematic
error on 3D reconstruction measured at 3m is
8%. This error decreases quickly when objects
are close to the stereoscopic sensor.
Figure 6 and 7 show the images with IR
points put in compondence and the 3D.
representation of the same points. The best
way to visualize this 3D color reconstruction is
to use VRML language. An example can be

viewed on the web of the LIS at the

URL:

www.lis.iussieufk/-~8mint.

Hewlett Packard in the framework of the
"Imaging Science and Engheerhgn European
@
-Y
Program.
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7: 3D recoastruction of the
characteristicpoints

8. Conclusion
We have introdwed in this papea a new
stereoscapic panoramic sensor. Thanla to an
original four
acquisition, it enables
the fest creation of 3D constmtions with
faithfulcolor texture and a great accuracy.
A pmtotype setup has been built
m e n t a l results c o & m that the sensor
provides an dlicient way to retrieve actmate
metrics and f m colm.
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